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letter from the president

Dear Friends:

the state of the institute is strong. as is outlined in this report, our 
work to deepen and elevate the quality of Jewish life in israel and 
in north america through the development of innovative ideas, the 
training of agents of change, and the building of scalable education 
programs of excellence, continues to grow dramatically. 

Our growth has been significant, the list of our endeavors increasingly 
expanding, and the scope of our reach broader than ever. at the same 
time, we are more focused on our goals. the institute is not the sum of 
its programs, but is rather best grasped through the five central ideas 
that motivate and guide all of our research and educational activities.

Judaism and Modernity – In the twenty-first century, Jews are living in an open marketplace of 
ideas and even identities. Jewishness is rarely inherited, but instead requires an act of choice. to 
affect this choice, Judaism must compete and offer a product of excellence. no one will choose to 
continue our tradition if it is neither intellectually compelling nor morally inspiring. We, like every 
generation, need to develop new torah for our time, a torah grounded by and in conversation with 
more than 3,000 years of Jewish tradition and life, and guided by the needs, realities, and moral and 
intellectual sensibilities of our time. We need a torah which combines the best of tradition with 
the best that we can learn from others. We need religious, educational, and lay leaders trained in 
communicating this torah and building institutions which will inspire the choice to be Jewish.

Religious Pluralism – Jews don’t agree. We have different notions of god, halakhah, ritual, ethics, 
identity, and politics. in fact, it is nearly impossible to identify any singular, core feature of Judaism 
that everyone who is Jewish shares in common. however, it is not difference of attitudes that 
undermines our collective identity, but rather, attitudes toward difference. We not only need a 
Judaism of excellence, but a Judaism of tolerance and mutual respect which recognizes that no one 
exhausts the truth and that it is precisely the idea of one transcendent god who gives birth to the 
torah of “these and these are the words of the living god.” We need a Jewish people and an israel 
which transforms this idea into policies that shape our national and communal lives.
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Israel as a Jewish and Democratic State – The significance of Israel is not merely as a safe haven 
for Jews at risk around the world, but as the place where a sovereign Jewish people apply the best 
of our ideas and values in shaping a public sphere. israel needs a torah which teaches and a people 
who are committed to the idea that it is more Jewish to the extent that it is more democratic, that it 
is more Jewish to the extent that it is based on the principle of the fundamental equality of all of its 
citizens, and that it is more Jewish to the extent that it respects the inalienable rights and freedoms 
of all, irrespective of their denominational or religious affiliation, gender, race, or nationality.

Jewish Peoplehood – not only do Jews not agree, we no longer have a singular, shared national 
identity. With Jews in north america feeling at home, rather than in exile or Diaspora, an american 
or canadian identity is often replacing the Jewish one as the primary national framework to which 
Jews belong. What is the basis for a relationship between world Jewry and israel, and vice versa? 
how do we overcome the increasing mutual alienation? how do we create and educate toward a 
torah of mutual engagement and involvement that will lay the foundations for a relationship and 
commitment toward each other?

Judaism and the World – We live in an unprecedented time of acceptance. Freed from the physical 
and intellectual confines of the ghetto, Judaism and the Jewish people are engaged with and by 
other faith communities as never before. As we move deeper into the twenty-first century, we move 
beyond dialogue with the “other,” to an opportunity to share and learn with each other and from 
each other. how do we prepare Judaism to live and thrive in this environment? how do we develop a 
torah capable of engaging the world? how do we develop new educational endeavors which engage 
other faiths in the central ideas and challenges of Judaism and israel?

the state of the institute is strong, but that of Judaism and the Jewish people is not. We face many 
significant challenges in the years to come. I want to thank you, our friends, supporters, colleagues, 
and students, for your help, partnership, commitment, and trust. We have come a long way together, 
and there is much work ahead of us. God willing, together, we will fulfill the responsibilities which 
have been placed upon our shoulders, and the opportunities that lie ahead.

sincerely yours,

Donniel hartman
president, shalom hartman institute 
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the shalom hartman institute 
is a pluralistic center of research 
and education deepening and 
elevating the quality of Jewish life 
in israel and around the world. 
through our work, we are 
redefining the conversation about 
Judaism in modernity, religious 
pluralism, israeli democracy, 
israel and world Jewry, and the 
relationship with other faith 
communities. 

Bringing together Jews from a 
variety of cultural, educational, 
geographical, and religious 
backgrounds, our initiatives 
enrich the resources, vision, 
and commitment of the leaders 
and change agents who set the 
agendas of the educational, 
religious, and community 
institutions that shape the 
future of Jewish life. this in turn 
inspires deep conversations 
based on ideas of mutual 
respect that produce a ripple 
effect influencing the broader 
community.

Our work focuses on developing 
and enhancing:

our mission

Building a Jewish 
people and a 
State of Israel 
that respect 
and celebrate 
diversity

Developing 
compelling Jewish 
ideas capable 
of competing 
in the modern 
marketplace of 
identities and 
thought

judaism & 
modernity

Religious 
plurAlism
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Ensuring Israel’s 
foundations as 
the democratic 
homeland of the 
Jewish people, 
committed to equal 
rights and religious 
freedom for all

Forming a 
strong mutual 
commitment 
between world 
Jewry and Israelis 
as equal partners 
in the future of 
Jewish life

Serving as a 
gateway for 
leaders of other 
faiths to engage 
with Judaism and 
Israel and build 
new foundations 
of understanding 
and cooperation

jewish 
peoplehood

jewish & 
democRatic 
isrAel

judaism & 
the world
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2014  highlights
DavID HaRtman CEntER launches with three programs: the 

advanced Beit Midrash for phD students, the Maskilot program for 

Outstanding Women scholars, and the Beit Midrash for new israeli 

rabbis. (page 18)

tHE 4tH annuaL HaRtman ConFEREnCE FoR a JEwISH-DEmoCRatIC ISRaEL 

marks the first anniversary of David Hartman’s passing, addressing Winds 

of change in israeli society. (page 49)

the hartman institute and hebrew college launch the HEvRuta 

FuLLy IntEgRatED gaP-yEaR PRogRam for north american and israeli 

student leaders from a diverse range of Jewish backgrounds and life 

experiences. (page 62)

iEngagE PaRtnERSHIPS anD ConFEREnCES bring together thousands of 

rabbis, educators, board chairs, and Jewish communal professionals from 

communities across north america to address pressing issues related to 

israel in the north american Jewish community. (page 60)

iEngagE on CamPuS grows to reach an ever-greater number  

of educators and college students across north america. hartman 

campus Fellows bring students from elite colleges to iengage seminar 

in Jerusalem as part of year-long iengage on-campus initiative.  

(page 56)
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BE’ERI program for pluralistic Jewish education launches PaRtnERSHIP 
wItH ISRaEL SCoutS, empowering israeli youth to translate Jewish 

values into action by integrating pluralism and Jewish-democratic 

values into scouts’ curriculum. (page 43)

mIn HaBE’ERot InItIatIvE FoR JEwISH-aRaB CoExIStEnCE EDuCatIon 

launches, promoting coexistence by bringing together school 

principals of different faiths to address issues related to their shared 

background as citizens of the state of israel. (page 47)

thousands participate in the shi north america wEStSIDE SynagoguE 
CoLLaBoRatIvE LECtuRE SERIES launched in collaboration with sixteen Los 

angeles synagogues. top hartman scholars address Jewish peoplehood in 

this interdenominational lecture series. (page 70)

students at the CHaRLES E. SmItH HIgH SCHooL FoR BoyS and the 

mIDRaSHIya HIgH SCHooL FoR gIRLS initiate CoExIStEnCE PRogRamS to 

bridge gaps between different sectors of israeli society. (page 32)

hundreds of lay leaders, rabbis, and educators from around the world 

become correspondents from israel as they study waR anD PEaCE at 
HaRtman 2014 SummER PRogRamS during the gaza war. (page 72)
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Developing compelling 
Jewish ideas capable of 
competing in the modern 
marketplace of identities 
and thought

judaism & 
modernity:
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in partnership 
with advancing 
Women 
professionals 
and the Jewish 
community, shi 
north america 
launched 

Created Equal: A Research and Education 
Project on Men, Women and the Ethics of 
Shared Leadership. the project engages 
individuals in new ways of thinking about 
power and authority in Jewish life, using 
gender as a defining lens. As gender is 
embedded into the larger conversation, it 
becomes integral to the Jewish narrative.

The Kogod Research Center for Contemporary Jewish Thought is home to center Fellows, culled 
from the brightest minds in israeli academia and tasked with applying cutting-edge scholarship 
to the burning questions of our time. the intensive year-round research produced in the center 
develops new directions in Jewish thought, original interpretations of classical Jewish concepts 
and ideas, and innovative responses to the challenges facing Judaism and the Jewish people. this 
thought is translated into curricula, educational programs, and published works that reach an 
international audience numbering hundreds of thousands.

the hartman institute’s core strength lies in its juxtaposition of a world-class research center with 
cutting-edge educational platforms, ensuring that our content is continually infused with new 
ideas, while addressing evolving issues in real time. the presence, reputation, and reach of shalom 
hartman institute north america (shi north america) gives the institute a foothold to teach 
and lead in the world’s two largest Jewish communities—israel and north america—based on an 
authentic understanding of the challenges facing Jewish life in both places.

SHI North America is convening a new generation of scholars to increase the programming 
capacity that the institute can deliver locally. Like their counterparts in the Kogod center in 
Jerusalem, the institute’s north american scholars develop thought that addresses the challenges 

developing scholarship

spotlight on 
gender and 
leadership

“I cannot imagine a better partner 
and collaborator than SHI North 
America. Their team embodies a 
wonderful combination of rigor and 
creativity, and they are determined 

to say something fresh, eye-opening and important. 
SHI North America represents the best of innovation—
the creativity of a startup with the determination of an 
organization that is built to make lasting and enduring 
change. ‘Created Equal’ is the kind of transformative 
initiative I dreamed of when AWP asked its allies to 
step up to advance gender equity.” 

– Shifra Bronznick, AWP: Advancing Women 
Professionals and the Jewish Community, 
advancingwomen.org

judaism & 
modernity
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and opportunities presented by contemporary Jewish life. these outstanding academics bring 
their own personal voices to the local dialogue. they serve as grassroots advocates who work 
with shi leadership to identify the central issues with which north american audiences grapple, 
and help to develop the curricula required to address these needs. shi north america caters to a 
new constituency of change agents—the future thought leadership of the north american Jewish 
community. 

The David Hartman Center for Intellectual Leadership, launched in Fall 2014, honors the legacy of 
institute founder rabbi prof. David hartman by advancing his mission of creating a training ground 
for the cultivation of the next generation of committed intellectual leaders capable of generating a 
renaissance in Jewish life in israel and around the world. running at full capacity, the center will be 
home to dozens of the most talented young minds and will serve as the premier incubator for the 
development of future talent for the hartman institute and the Jewish world. 

hartman Beit Midrash programs serve as feeders for 
the Kogod research center for contemporary Jewish 
thought, ensuring the development of the next 
generation of Hartman scholarship and an influx of  
new ideas into the greater israeli society. 

Renana Ravitzky Pilzer: Maskilot Fellow

Position: Head of Beit Midrash, Midrashiya 
High School for Girls; Kehilat Shira 
Hadasha co-founder and lay leader.

University Affiliation: Bar-Ilan University 
Gender Studies Program

Research Focus: Midrash and Gender. Renana’s research 
explores and challenges traditional perceptions of gender 
as they are expressed in Jewish ritual and ideology.

“Maskilot gives me a framework for completing my 
doctorate, by providing me with support, guidance, a group 
of like-minded women to learn with and from, and the 
resources of the Hartman Institute. I very much appreciate 
that Hartman has decided to invest in me, so that I can 
fulfill my personal and professional goals and continue 
investing in Hartman.”
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Donald Meltzer

Position: Chair, Shalom Hartman Institute of North America 
Board of Directors Executive Committee

How it Started: “My rabbi introduced me to Donniel Hartman, 
who shared a story about an IDF officer that really brought 
home the importance of Jewish pluralism in Israel, touching 

on concerns that directly impacted issues that mattered to me. The Institute’s 
focus on Jewish identity really speaks to me personally.”

Why Hartman? In addition to his passion for studying with the Institute’s 
great Jewish minds, focused on contemporary Jewish problems, Donald 
values the thoughtfulness and fresh views of his fellow Board members: “The 
willingness of the Board and Institute leadership to take risks and anticipate 
needs is energizing.”

Without the Institute: “One of the great challenges of the Jewish people is 
that we have very disparate points of view on very difficult issues – Jewish 
identity and survival of the Jewish people, morality of Israeli political 
positions. The Institute has a truly unique voice in the Jewish world. It is one 
of very few, if not the only place that can bring those disparate points of view 
into conversation.  Without the Institute, it is hard to know where we would 
be able to convene a conversation that keeps everyone within the big tent.”

the David hartman center launched with three programs:

•  Advanced Beit Midrash, an intense, text-based study program that challenges exceptional 
students at the start of their doctoral path to expand their intellectual horizons. participants 
benefit from the tutelage and mentorship of leading Hartman Institute scholars and faculty.

•  Maskilot, a program for outstanding female phD candidates in Judaic studies. participants are 
empowered to become leaders confident with their intellect and ability to be at the forefront 
of changing the academic discourse.

•  Beit Midrash for New Israeli Rabbis, launched in collaboration with hamidrasha at Oranim, 
is cultivating a new generation of israeli Jewish leaders from diverse backgrounds to lead 
emerging communities into the israeli Jewish-democratic discourse. (For more information 
about the Beit Midrash for new israeli rabbis, see page 37)

judaism & 
modernity
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Kogod center scholars shift the public conversation by sharing their thought through print, 
online, and video publications, media appearances, and public events that reach a broad audience 
around the world. 

in 2014, we celebrated the release of new works by hartman scholars:

Dov elbaum, 
Into the Fullness 

of the Void: A Spiritual 
Autobiography 

(Jewish Lights press)

ruth Kara ivanov-Kaniel, 
Holiness and 
Transgression: Mothers  
of the Messiah in the  
Jewish Myth 
(hakibbutz hameuchad 
press, in hebrew)

Micah goodman, 
Moses’ Final Speech 

(Dvir press, in hebrew) 

Daniel statman,  
Religion and State in Israel 
(University press of haifa 
and Yediot Books, in 
hebrew), co-authored with 
gideon sapir

shifting the public Conversation
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judaism & 
modernity
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the Other in Jewish 
tradition: challenges 
and Opportunities (2010)

Leadership and crisis: 
Jewish resources and 
responses (2009)

engaging israel:  
Foundations for a new 
relationship (2011)

peoplehood and its role 
and Significance in Jewish 
Life (2012)

Video lecture series the hartman Video Lecture series bring the excellence of hartman 
scholarship directly to thousands of adult learners. these series leverage the capabilities of 
rabbis and educators who have been trained by shi scholars to work with their constituents to 
think more deeply about urgent questions facing the Jewish people on topics that are central to 
the Jewish community.

iengage – Jewish Values and the 
Israeli Palestinian Conflict  
(coming soon)

iengage – the tribes of 
israel: a shared homeland for 
a Divided people (2013)

Dilemmas of Faith (2013)images of israel (2013)
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rabbinic leadership programs

since its inception more than 35 years ago, the shalom hartman institute has made the 
advancement of rabbinic leadership a core mission. Widely recognized as a leader in pluralistic, 
intensive, thoughtful, and challenging study, the institute offers a variety of rabbinic programs 
universally respected for quality of faculty and depth of torah study.
 
Rabbis today fulfill many roles simultaneously—spiritual leader, community leader, counselor, 
teacher, administrator, fundraiser. With so many capacities to fill, rabbis often neglect their own 
ongoing intellectual and spiritual development and have limited opportunity for mutually beneficial 
interaction with rabbinic colleagues. recognizing the crucial role that rabbis play and their need for 
support and reinvigoration, the hartman institute offers structured frameworks for ongoing rabbinic 
study, enrichment, and thought leadership training.
 
rabbis studying together in the spiritually and intellectually challenging hartman rabbinic 
leadership programs enrich their textual knowledge, broaden the range of ideas they encounter, 
and deepen their relationship with israel. tasked with continually infusing their communities with 
new energy, hartman rabbinic programs focus on helping participants to develop their own voices 
as intellectual and spiritual leaders in the pursuit of becoming ever-more significant agents of 
change in Jewish life.

judaism & 
modernity
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Rabbinic leadership initiative (Rli)  
Frequently described as the most 
transformative experience of their rabbinate, 
this three-year intensive fellowship program 
immerses an elite cadre of north american 
rabbis in the highest levels of Jewish learning, 
equipping them to meet contemporary 
challenges with ever-increasing intellectual and 
moral sophistication.

rLi is one of the few structured frameworks 
for ongoing rabbinic study, enrichment, and 
intellectual leadership training available 
today. in addition to rigorous training, the 
environment of open dialogue, collaboration, 

peer learning, and personal support fosters 
a deep sense of community amongst rabbis 
of different denominations. the pluralistic 
nature of the program encourages a vibrant 
exchange of ideas aimed at integrating 
learning into rabbis’ ongoing work, creating a 
multidenominational community of colleagues 
uniquely able to elevate the quality of Jewish 
life. through study of texts and ideas with 
renowned shi scholars and with each other, 
participants gain a better understanding of 
the central political, moral, and spiritual issues 
facing the Jewish people and the modern state 
of israel. rLi rabbis serve as bridges between 
israel and the Diaspora equipped to generate 

“I cannot imagine another learning 
and growing experience that could 
match what RLI has given me.  The 
cross-denominational camaraderie 
itself has been revelatory, and I have 
found—both surprisingly and proudly—
elements of other denominations and 
approaches to rabbinic leadership 
filtering down into my own work, 
from how/what I teach, to activism, 
and even to rulings I am making in 
my own congregation about religious 
issues. This program is a paradigm 
of religious pluralism. This program 
is immeasurably enriching my own 
work and spirit, and I look forward 
to contributing that forward into the 
local community, both within my 
congregation and beyond.”  

– Rabbi Adam Kligfeld, Temple Beth 
Am, Los Angeles, RLI Cohort V
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renewed interest in Jewish values, tradition, learning, and ritual as meaningful expressions of 
individual and community identity.

since its inception in 2001, rLi has produced four cohorts of graduates with a community of more 
than 100 rabbinic alumni. The fifth cohort of 27 North American rabbis of all denominations, 
which began study in July 2013, will graduate in July 2016.  recruitment is currently underway 
for the sixth cohort. collectively working with tens of thousands of Jewish families across north 
america, rLi graduates serve as the spiritual leaders of large and innovative synagogues of every 
denomination and in leadership positions in their movements.

Designated as Senior Rabbinic Fellows of the Hartman Institute, RLI graduates become fierce 
proponents of hartman thought, teaching hartman Video Lecture series curricula in their 
adult education courses, welcoming hartman faculty into their communities, and bringing their 
congregants on study missions to the hartman institute in Jerusalem.

Rabbinic torah study seminar (Rts)  
the annual 10-day rabbinic torah 
study seminar offers rabbinic leaders 
of all denominations a rare opportunity 
to elevate their leadership through 
transformative learning and to explore 
contemporary issues facing the Jewish 
people, in an atmosphere of mutual 
respect.  More than 100 rabbis, many of 
whom return year after year, convene 
at the hartman campus in Jerusalem 
each summer to engage in thought-
provoking, pluralistic study that helps 
them to enhance their spirituality, gain 
new insights, and enrich their capacity to inspire and meet the diverse and complex needs of their 
communities with renewed energy.

Following their journey through a vital Jewish topic, rts participants return to their home 
congregations and communities ready to transmit what they have learned through sermons, 
articles, and classes that they convene or teach. the 2014 rts program on “a time for War, a time 
for peace” was particularly poignant as Operation protective edge raged in israel. participants 
shared the depth of their academic and personal experiences in hundreds of sermons, op-eds, and 
blog posts published during the program and after their return home. (For more information about 
summer at the hartman institute, see page 72)

judaism & 
modernity
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“RTS 2014 opened on Monday, June 30, 
with exuberance and excitement. We were 
welcomed with hugs and ice cream, and 
colleagues embraced one another in the 
expansive courtyard. We embarked on what 
promised to be a rich ten days of study on the 
topic ‘a time for War, a time for peace…’ Our 
first week was rich and full, with provocative 
shiurim and electives, deep hevruta study, 
and extraordinary evening programs… On 
tuesday evening, July 8, the Beit Midrash was 
full… Operation protective edge had been 
launched earlier that day. ‘i want to welcome 
you to israel. i want to welcome you to one 
of the greatest secrets of israeli society…’ 
said Donniel hartman, president of shalom 
hartman institute. ‘One of the sources of its 
greatest strength and of profound difficulty 
and potential failure… to live in israel is the 
ability to bifurcate your consciousness; to live 
and hold onto a myth of stability regardless 
of the circumstances… tonight we’re going to 
be israelis.’

as the program concluded, a siren sounded. 
those of us who were still on campus 
were herded down the stairs in the Beit 
Midrash into a series of rooms that comprise 
hartman’s extensive miklat (bomb shelter). 
the festive mood of the evening was 
shattered by the siren, the first that some 
of us had ever heard… some prayed. some 
were silent. i held a rabbinic student who had 
just arrived in Israel for her first year, as she 
trembled with fear and wept… i am deeply 
grateful to have returned to Jerusalem this 
summer, and with colleagues, to have studied 
texts of war and peace under the guidance 
of the extraordinary teachers of the hartman 
institute. My teaching over the course of 
this year will be deeper and, i hope, more 
provocative thanks to the tutelage of our 
skilled teachers.”

– Rabbi Sue Levi Elwell, hartman senior 
rabbinic Fellow (rLi ii) and co-editor, 
Chapters of the Heart: Jewish Women Sharing 
the Torah of Our Lives (2013).
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rabbinical students seminar the rabbinical students seminar provides rabbinical students 
of all denominations with an opportunity to study with leading hartman scholars during their year 
in israel. this program focuses on study of traditional and contemporary Jewish and israeli sources, 
cross-denominational community building, and cultivation of rabbinic identity. emerging rabbinic 
leaders use this time, in the formative years of their training, to form ties with students of other 
denominations, expand their view of Jewish values, and explore how these ideas can be integrated 
into their work in the rabbinate. 
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the shalom hartman institute high schools, which draw students from israel’s Orthodox 
community, are nurturing a generation of future leaders committed to democratic values, open 
to new ideas, and respectful of diversity in israeli and Jewish life. 

With a combined student body more than 700 strong, the charles e. smith high school for 
Boys and the Midrashiya high school for girls provide rigorous Jewish and general studies 
programs that promote critical thinking, individual creativity, community leadership, social 
responsibility, and a commitment to gender equality. Using these new models for integrating 
tradition and modernity, the schools are spearheading change in Orthodox education across 
the state of israel.

Both schools are recognized for their level of academics, placing in the top percentile of 
Jerusalem high schools in national standardized tests in hebrew, english, math, and science. 

hartman model orthodox high schools
judaism & 
modernity
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midrashiya high school 
for girls  the Midrashiya 
successfully implements 
an educational vision 

that fuses Jewish tradition and learning, 
an obligation to halakhah, and feminist 
ideology. the school curriculum develops 
the personal identity of each student 
through a variety of programs. these 
encourage knowledgeable and confident 
engagement with tradition and the modern 
world, nurture public and personal identity, 
encourage meaningful academic and 
community achievement, and help students 
to develop a deep understanding of Judaism, 
israel, and the world.

the school instills its students with a 
strong self-image by providing a holistic 
environment in which Orthodox teenage 
girls can advance spiritually, physically, 
and intellectually. Dedication to female 
empowerment permeates the school’s 
Beit Midrash study, prayer, physical 
education, and community involvement. a 
unique Orthodox feminist curriculum was 
developed by the school at the request of 
the israeli Ministry of education to serve 
as a model for Orthodox girls’ high schools 
nationwide. 

the success of the Midrashiya’s educational 
program and the resulting interest in it 
have been infectious. academic teams 
from around the country are turning to the 
Midrashiya for training on how to use this 
innovative curriculum to empower the next 
generation of Orthodox women leaders.
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Charles e. smith 
high school for Boys 
the innovative Modern 
Orthodox education at 
the boys’ high school connects Jewish tradition to 
the world of contemporary culture and science, 
while encouraging a combination of academic 
excellence and social involvement. the Ministry 
of education has recently approved the school as 
the official developer of two unique experimental 
curricula that focus on helping students better 
understand their own identities as individuals, 
men, Jews, and israelis, through encounters with 
others. 

the Judaism and Gender curriculum actively 
educates toward a more equal society, intolerant 
of discrimination and violence, by immersing 
students in an innovative process based on the 
core Jewish value of gender equality, which creates 
healthy family life and a stable and cohesive 
Jewish community. the school has created a 
parallel Judaism and gender Beit Midrash for 
educators, providing them with a supportive 
environment in which to discuss difficulties and 
dilemmas encountered in class.

the Judaism and Democracy curriculum enables 
participants to further develop their religious 
identity based on values of coexistence and 
understanding, through encounters with secular, 
Ultra-Orthodox, christian, and Muslim students. 
throughout the year, the school provides 
opportunities for students to meet and interact 
with distinct populations in israeli society, such 
as rehabilitated prisoners, the elderly, holocaust 
survivors, refugees, and foreign workers.

judaism & 
modernity
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social justice and volunteer work are key pillars of our 
educational philosophy. these projects inculcate students 
in an educational process which enables them to respond to 
actions that undermine the foundations of democracy and 
solidarity upon which the Jewish state and the ethos of our 
schools are built. 

music in Common aims to build relationships between Jewish 
and arab students by introducing them to one another’s 
cultures as they work together to create and record songs about 
their realities. Our students’ song, entitled “Forget the Fight,” 
created with students from an arab school in the Beit hanina 
neighborhood of Jerusalem, was viewed on Youtube more than 
30,000 times and was featured on israeli news websites Ynet 

and Mako. renana ravitzky pilzer, head of the Beit Midrash at the Midrashiya, presented a keynote 
address at a conference on hatred, Violence, and intolerance in Jerusalem, sponsored by the 
Jerusalem municipality and shatil—the new israel initiative for social change. 

no to racism  Midrashiya students created and distributed 
bracelets sporting the slogans “no to racism” and “Yes to tolerance” 
in hebrew and arabic. 

mosaica conflict resolution workshops  hartman students 
partnered with an arab school from Kafar Kassem to participate 
in a series of conflict resolution workshops run by Mosaica, the 
Center for Consensual Conflict Resolution, sponsored by the U.S. 
embassy. the program challenges assumptions, perceptions, and 
biases by developing awareness of the benefits of a joint problem-
solving approach to conflict management and resolution. 

Drori Yehoshua, the school social action coordinator, received the Mayor of Jerusalem prize for 
excellence in social Justice education in spring 2014. 

hartman high schools are members of the tag Meir coalition, which counters violence and 
intolerance spread by tag Mechir (“price tag”) hate crimes on minority populations by creating 
events that encourage coexistence. 

spotlight on 
coexistence 

initiatives
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a unique aspect of 
the hartman high 
school philosophy 
is the institute’s 
investment 
in educator 
enrichment. 

educational faculty participating in the hartman 
institute Beit Midrash for educator enrichment meet 
weekly for joint study and philosophical debate on 
pressing issues in israeli society. the Beit Midrash 
environment cultivates a unique educational 
community that reinforces personal relations between 
the teachers and the schools.

this Beit Midrash is dedicated to legendary charles e. 
smith high school for Boys principal Zvi Yannai, who 
retired in spring 2014 after two decades of service to 
the hartman community.

“Zvi was a lighthouse of grace and humanity for us. He provided us with a rare combination of Torah and 
enlightenment, yirat shamayim (fear of God) and love of the land, and showered us with love. He built our community 
on these foundations and provided our students with constant and tireless support.” 

– Faculty, Charles E. Smith Boys High School

spotlight on 
educator 

enrichment

judaism & 
modernity
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Building a Jewish 
people and a state of 
israel that respect and 
celebrate diversity

Religious 
pluralism:
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Beit midrash for new israeli Rabbis

For generations we have 
been called upon to “make 
for ourselves a rabbi” 
(ethics of the Fathers, 
chapter 1, Mishna 6)—
designate leaders within 
the Jewish community to 
guide us toward a values-
driven Jewish life filled 

with meaning and significance. This process is 
evolving in parallel with the development of 
a Jewish-israeli identity which encompasses 
all religious denominations and is expressed 
in a common humanistic-Jewish language. 
cities, towns, and settlements around israel 
are discovering the power of Judaism as the life 
force and beating heart of their communities 
and are seeking out committed spiritual 
leadership possessing a deep, well-rounded 
knowledge of fundamental sources to lead and 
sustain this growth.  

catalyzing a unique process of israeli spiritual 
renewal, the Beit Midrash for new israeli rabbis, 
developed in partnership with haMidrasha at 
Oranim, is cultivating a generation of leaders 
from diverse backgrounds, instilling them with 
the vision and skills to articulate a relevant 
and inspiring Jewish language for the wider 
community. these rabbis will serve as the 
driving force behind the rejuvenation of Judaism 
in israeli society, bringing individuals, families, 
communities, and institutions into the israeli 
Jewish-democratic discourse. 

Based on a vision of Jewish peoplehood, and 
acknowledged by rabbinic colleagues from 
Jewish centers around the world, graduates 
of this three-year program will also take 
leading roles in interreligious activity, working 
to promote peace among israeli citizens, 
between israel and its neighbors, and with the 
international community. 

Religious 
pluralism
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the Be’eri program for pluralistic Jewish-israeli identity education trains educators, creates 
innovative curricula, and partners with local and national change agents to provide a pluralistic, 
content-filled approach to Tarbut Yisrael (Jewish heritage studies) that transforms the way countless 

israeli students, teachers, 
and government and 
community leaders lay 
claim to their Jewish-israeli 
identity. 

the Be’eri program has been 
central in strengthening 
Tarbut Yisrael in the secular 
israeli educational system. 
prior to Be’eri, Jewish-israeli 
identity education in secular 
high schools was minimal. 

since its inception, Be’eri has 
grown to become the largest 
and most influential Jewish-
israeli identity education 
program in israel, helping 
to bring about significant 
structural change within the 
israeli education system. the 
Ministry of education now 
recognizes Tarbut Yisrael as a 
teaching discipline, mandates 
and funds compulsory Tarbut 
Yisrael hours for all grade 7 
and 8 students, and allocates 
funding to promote 
Jewish studies in secular 
high schools. 

the mission of the Be’eri program is to:
expand the breadth and depth of 
pluralistic Jewish-israeli identity 
education among israeli youth 
attending secular public high schools.

introduce israelis to a multifaceted 
approach to Judaism that is 
meaningful and relevant to their 
daily lives, enabling them to form a 
positive Jewish-israeli identity.

present Jewish-israeli culture in a 
manner that can help israelis who 
are not religiously observant to form 
a pluralistic worldview that enables 
them to deal with the challenges 
of living in a diverse Jewish-israeli 
democracy. 

continually develop innovative 
formal and informal educational 
methodologies that encourage 
educators, students, and parents to 
create a new school culture and take 
Jewish values-based social action.

the Be’eri program for pluralistic 
jewish-israeli identity education
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the Be’eri ecosystem  influences students and 
teachers through a holistic combination of components: 

tarbut yisrael 
textbooks to meet the 
need for curricula on this 
new subject, Be’eri has 
developed Ministry of 
education-approved Tarbut 
Yisrael syllabi and textbooks 
for students in grades 7-12, 
addressing themes such 
as Jewish-israeli identity, 
Jewish philosophy, the 
Jewish-israeli calendar, 
and Jewish and democratic 
values.

“Principals often look for steps 
that will advance their school’s 
values, atmosphere, the caliber 
of its teachers, and the like. 
For me, the introduction of the 
Be’eri program was undoubtedly 
a move that succeeded in doing 
so. Tarbut Yisrael lessons are 
extremely difficult for today’s 
student, who is not accustomed 
to debate and in-depth 
discussions, but the excellent 
Be’eri-trained educators were 
able to take on this challenge.” 

– Dr. Nati Barak, Principal, Hof 
Hasharon Shefayim Junior High 
School

90,000 125 10
Be’eri Students

Shalom Hartman Institute
(Research Center)

On-Site
Professional
Facilitation

Trained
School Faculty

School for
Teacher Education

Textbooks, Curricula,
and Online Resources

More than

100
educators trained 

annually

More than

50,000
students use Be’eri
textbooks annually

25
school and
municipal
facilitators

Be’eri
Resource Center

Be’eri Schools Municipal 
Partnerships

Milestones: 
a Journey of 
Jewish identity

peace of Mind: 
select chapters 
from Hilchot Deot

“herzl says”: 
an exemplary 
Zionist society

in Our 
ancestors’ path 

Democratic 
Values and 
Judaism

eight chapters 
for Maimonides

the individual 
and society

circles of 
Belonging: Jewish 
identity in a 
changing World

Religious 
pluralism
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the Be’eri resource center provides comprehensive support for israeli high schools:

Be’eri school for teacher education   Be’eri responds to the growing need for trained Tarbut 
Yisrael teachers through its school for teacher education, the largest and most intensive Tarbut 
Yisrael teacher training program in israel. Based in Jerusalem, with regional branches in Be’er sheva 
and Karmiel, the school annually trains more than 100 classroom teachers, informal educators, and 
school principals from across Israel in intensive Ministry of Education-certified programs. Hundreds 
of additional educators are trained through shorter seminars and unique programs. 

the school aims to:

impart in-depth Tarbut 
Yisrael knowledge to 
educators through 
interdisciplinary 
methodologies.

develop a pluralistic 
and democratic 
Jewish-israeli 
identity discourse 
among Tarbut Yisrael 
educators.

provide 
pedagogic tools 
for Tarbut Yisrael 
instruction. 

inspire teaching 
faculties in schools 
to promote agendas 
that focus on Jewish 
identity education.

Be’eri School
Infused with
Pluralistic 

Jewish Values

Be’eri 
textbooks

for Tarbut Yisrael
education

Informal
education training

to expand the Be’eri
ecosystem beyond

the classroom

On-site
professional

facilitation for
educational

staff

Tarbut Yisrael
training and 
seminars for
teachers and

principals
Access to 
electronic

resources via 
web platforms and
regular mailings

Government 
funding for

increased Tarbut
Yisrael classroom 

hours
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national and municipal partnerships  
Be’eri partners with a range of influential government 
and private agencies that, together with schools, play 
a significant role in educating Israeli youth. These 
partnerships ensure that Jewish-israeli identity is 
reinforced through daily life beyond the classroom. 

• Ministry of Education: this joint venture positions 
Be’eri as a leading government partner for Jewish 
educational activities, including development of 
MoE certified Be’eri textbooks, certification of 
trained teachers, and seminars for Moe facilitators 
and superintendents. Be’eri leverages this 
partnership to strengthen Tarbut Yisrael education 
in schools throughout the country. 

• Municipal governments: in 2014, Be’eri partnered 
with ten municipalities across israel. these 
partnerships support custom-designed formal 
and informal Jewish-israeli identity education in 
schools and through citywide activities, addressing 
a city’s particular needs and demographic 
composition.  

• Informal education organizations: these 
partnerships promote the penetration of a 
pluralistic approach to Jewish identity beyond the 
confines of the classroom, empowering Israeli 
youth to translate values into action.

Dr. Channa Pinchasi

Position: Director 
of Be’eri School for 
Teacher Education, 
Jerusalem, and Cheider 
Mishelach Beit Midrash 
for Influential Female 
Leaders 

Hartman Background: Channa is a 
graduate of the Institute’s Maskilot 
program.

Why Hartman: “I feel honored to be 
a part of a society dealing with the 
challenges of how to be a Jew in the 
21st century. I feel I have a mission and 
an obligation to broaden the circles 
in which this discussion takes place. 
The Be’eri program is an essential 
component of the Israeli Jewish renewal 
movement, empowering educators to 
participate in an honest and complex 
Jewish identity dialogue, which touches 
the lives and Jewish Identities of their 
students.“

“I graduated from the Be’eri program in Haifa. My Be’eri studies led me directly to the Hevruta pre-
army program at the Hartman Institute. Up until high school, I believed that Judaism was comprised 
of events that happened to our people thousands of years ago which did not seem relevant to me. At 
the beginning of tenth grade, I suddenly realized that this group of Jews, who I felt were related to 
me coincidentally, had so much to offer me personally and to the development of the modern Jewish 
nation. Three years after I set out on this amazing journey, I discovered that I had the opportunity 

to continue it. I didn’t doubt for a moment that Hartman and the Hevruta program was the next stop on my journey 
towards Jewish tradition.”  

– Adi Farkash, Be’eri graduate and Hevruta Cohort I Alum

Religious 
pluralism
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spotlight on 
new Be’eri 
initiatives

informal education initiatives Be’eri’s informal 
education initiatives complete the comprehensive 
ecosystem in which pluralistic Jewish-israeli culture 
permeates students’ lives beyond the classroom. the 
program’s success in engaging informal educators within 
the educational system has motivated the Be’eri team to 

create extracurricular training 
and teaching methodologies 
that inspire a culture of Jewish 
renewal among israeli youth, 
educators, and professionals. 

the informal educators track 
run by the Be’eri school for 
teacher education familiarizes 
participants with Jewish-israeli 
identity through a series of 
monthly seminars focused 
on the study of Jewish great 
books. participants learn to 
tailor informal Jewish identity 
educational components such 
as field trips and cultural 
activities (e.g., Batei Midrash, 
music, cinema, and theater) 
to high school groups. this 
combination of training 
and innovative curricula 
enables informal educators to 
understand and internalize the 
importance of their mission; 
strengthen and define the 
Jewish spirit of their schools, 
youth groups, and communities, 
and interact with students in all 
areas of their lives.
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Be’eri-scouts partnership for jewish-israeli 
identity Launched in spring 2014, this pluralistic 
educational program for youth movement leadership aims 
to transform Jewish-israeli identity among local youth. the 
goal of the partnership is to infuse the culture of israel’s 
largest youth movement with a sense of Jewish identity, 
social action, and leadership that will empower participants 
to feel a greater sense of identification with their religious 
and national identities and democratic values. the 
partnership has provided Be’eri with a unique opportunity to 
work with informal educators to create a curriculum based 
on Jewish and democratic values which addresses issues 
that israel faces today. scouts’ leadership is dedicated to 
implementing the pluralistic, values-based curriculum and 
approach to experiential educational activities.

“Be’eri staff led us in 
exploring the meaning 
of Jewish-Israeli identity 
in our secular world. 
Brainstorming with 
the Be’eri team helped 

us to deal with this challenge. We 
were given the space we needed 
to grapple with the subject, make 
informed decisions, and choose an 
authentic educational direction.”  

– Reli Israeli, Scouts National Head 
Counselor

min haBe’erot initiative for Jewish-Arab Coexistence education  Launched in December 
2014, Min haBe’erot promotes coexistence by bringing together school principals of different faiths 
in northern israel to address issues related to their shared background as citizens of the state 
of israel. (For more information about the Min haBe’erot initiative for Jewish-arab coexistence 
education, see page 47)

Religious 
pluralism
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jewish & 
democRatic 
isrAel
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ensuring israel’s 
foundations as the 
democratic homeland 
of the Jewish people, 
committed to equal 
rights and religious 
freedom for all

jewish & 
democratic 
israel:
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One of the newest initiatives of the Be’eri program for pluralistic 
Jewish identity education, Min haBe’erot empowers educators to forge 
a cultural identity based on respect for oneself and for the other. 
enhancing the commitment of each group to its own heritage through 
the study of traditional Muslim, christian, and Jewish sources makes 
religion the basis for dialogue and connection between people rather 
than a differentiator. 

supported by governmental partners in the Ministry of education, Min 
haBe’erot promotes coexistence in israel by bringing together Jewish 
and arab educators in northern israel to address issues related to 
their shared background as citizens of the state of israel. through the 
program, Be’eri will work with the entire educational faculty in partner 
schools to transform coexistence education into a meaningful part of 
the curriculum and the school culture, leading to a joint commitment to 
creating a unified citizenship in Israel. 

Be’eri is developing Min haBe’erot using the methodology 
which was successfully used to develop the Be’eri program, 
transmitting knowledge and practical pedagogy that 
encourage educators, in this case principals, to become 
committed partners in the program. participating principals 
in turn engage and support the educational faculties in their 
schools to lead change. Be’eri has found that cultivating 
change within schools is most effective when principals are 
committed and supportive. this is especially crucial when 
dealing with Jewish-arab coexistence, a sensitive topic that 
can become political. 

the program emphasizes rather than blurs the unique 
cultural identity of participants, who experience a process 
that aims to strengthen their cultural connections in a safe 
environment with members of other cultures. We believe that 
joint study illustrates how these resources can encourage the 
adoption of social and moral values which strengthen the 
focus of personal identity and mutual respect.

min habe’erot initiative for 
Jewish-Arab Coexistence education

“Min HaBe’erot has helped me 
keep my serenity among all violent 
waves of racism and aggression 
locally, regionally, and globally. That 
serenity is essentially needed for 
a junior high school principal who 
is mainly responsible for nurturing 
new generations year after year. This 
program has given me more reasons 
to continue my path towards real 
peace. It has offered me the partners 
and the much needed emotional-
religious strength.” 

– Tamam Wakiddabbah, Principal, 
Min HaBe’erot Cohort I  

jewish & 
democratic 
israel
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the israeli military experience is a major 
milestone in the lives of the hundreds of 
thousands who serve in its ranks every 
year. the mission of the Lev aharon 
program is to assist senior israel Defense 
Forces (IDF) officers in developing a 
strong, positive Jewish-israeli identity 
that will inform and guide the style of 
their military leadership and service. 
participants explore intersections of 
Jewish and israeli identity, Zionism, 
religious pluralism, and the complex 
interplay between Judaism and democracy 
in israeli society.

Lev aharon is a resource center that 
provides the topmost echelons of israeli 

military officers, who themselves command thousands of junior officers, with the tools to instill in 
their troops a deep awareness of democratic values and an understanding of their complexity and 
diversity. Lev aharon nurtures an appreciation of how this understanding can and should affect the 
officers in their immediate roles and in the influential positions that they will assume in civilian life. 

More than 1,000 majors, lieutenant colonels, and colonels, many of whom will go on to become 
key leaders and change agents in the Israeli public, private, and non-profit sectors, participate 
in the program annually. Lev aharon initiates a personal process for each of the participating 
officers by instigating new manners of thinking about the civil liberties of individuals and 
communities. participants are presented with a complex set of parameters regarding israeli society 
and innovative tools with which to understand their individual cultures, heritage, and personal 
relationships with the state and land of israel. 

The transformative seminars often provide officers with their first opportunity for unguarded, 
honest expression within the military framework. Many senior officers report that they are 
extremely proud to serve in a military that makes this type of open discussion an integral service 
component for its leaders.

this year’s courses focused on exploring prominent items on the current israeli agenda, such as the 
expected enlistment of ultra-Orthodox soldiers and the role of women in the military. 

“The training course for division commanders in Judea and 
Samaria was relevant and the lectures were fascinating, 
creating meaningful dialogue between the participants.” 

– Division Commander Brigadier General Tamir

lev Aharon senior army officers program
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hartman thought is shared with the public through key conferences and the media in israel and 
north america. in 2014, the hartman institute invited the public, often in collaboration with 
like-minded institutions, to join its scholars for several study events that focused on navigating 
a new israeli-Jewish paradigm of religious pluralism and diversity. a highlight of 2014 were two 
conferences marking the first anniversary of David Hartman’s passing—one in Jerusalem and one in 
new York. 

A living Covenant: david hartman 
and the spirit of innovation featured 
hartman scholars and students of David 
hartman who shared how his thought 
influenced the future of Jewish ideas. The 
event brought together the public for 
an evening of learning and discussion in 
partnership with the Jcc of Manhattan.

hartman conference for a Jewish-democratic 
israel the annual hartman conference for a 
Jewish-Democratic israel is one of the highlights of 
the institute’s public-learning calendar. exploring 
key issues facing contemporary israel from a Jewish 
values perspective, the hartman conference provides 
an opportunity for the interested israeli public to 
join hartman institute scholars and an array of public 
leaders—political figures, academics, social activists, 
and the media—in a conversation on contemporary 
events and the development of a Jewish, democratic 

civil society. the conference presents participants with an intellectual foundation for shifting its 
consciousness about israeli-Jewish civil society by instilling a clearer understanding of the deep 
roots of a Jewish democracy and its realization in modern day israel. 

the 2014 conference, entitled “Winds of change,” marked the one-year anniversary of the passing 
of hartman institute founder David hartman. thinkers from a spectrum of disciplines addressed 
the values that drive israeli society, exploring the place of the humanities, culture, and spirituality 
in israeli society. thousands participated in the live conference and watched recordings of the 
sessions, which were posted to the hartman website following the event.

hartman in the public sphere

jewish & 
democratic 
israel
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“take-home test,” a tisha B’av event organized at the Jerusalem 
cinemateque in partnership with organizations promoting a more 
pluralistic israeli society: Rashut haRabim, the Jerusalem Forum 
of Jewish renaissance Organizations, the Beit prat community Beit 
Midrash, and gesher, an organization that works to bridge gaps among 
different sectors in israel. 

other conferences of note

Be’eri faculty led workshops at key events such as limmud galil,  
hakhel Festival of jewish identity and israeli culture, and the 
nahum guttman museum exhibit on secular religiosity.  

annual tikkun leil shavuot – hartman scholars and Beit Midrash 
participants showcased their scholarship in two days of study 
dedicated to the theme of “First Fruits: new thought from the hartman 
Beit Midrash.”

“measure for measure” public evening of learning organized by 
the midrashiya in partnership with tag Meir in preparation for 
Yom Kippur.

alternative Kashrut conference hosted in partnership with the 
Yeru-shalem coalition for a diverse Jerusalem and Hashgacha Pratit, 
an alternative kashrut model for restaurants and businesses based on 
halakhah, mutual trust and cooperation.

iengage scholars presented at the avi schaefer symposium in 
Jerusalem, which brings together students, professionals, and community 
members for conversation and study on pressing topics in israeli society.
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hartman scholars are featured almost daily in Israeli and international 
media platforms, offering views and insights on Jewish thought, pluralism, 
the relationship between israel and world Jewry, matters of religion and 
state, Jewish holidays, and current events. 

in 2014, leading media wrote about the institute, quoted institute scholars, 
and ran articles by shi scholars. Fellows were quoted regularly by leading 
israeli and international media and were featured in BBc, Haaretz, Forward, 
Jewish Week, Jewish Journal, and others. hartman scholars write regular 
columns in the Times of Israel and the Jerusalem Post. hartman saw an 
increased presence in the israeli media as well, with hartman scholarship 
featured in Yedioth Ahronoth, Israel Hayom, Haaretz, Liberal, Makor Rishon, 
Ynet, Walla, and israel radio. 

the institute has partnered with leading journalist agencies to spread 
hartman thought to an ever-widening audience. this year we:
•  Cosponsored the first Jewish Media Summit in Jerusalem with the Israeli 

Government Press Office, which drew more than 200 leading Jewish 
journalists from north america, Latin america, and europe. 

•  Partnered with the American Jewish Press Association on a major effort 
to rewrite the aJpa code of ethics. 

•  Entered an agreement to distribute select content via JNS.org, a growing Jewish content 
syndication service with scores of Jewish and christian media clients.

the hartman Youtube channel hosts numerous classes, lectures, and webinars by hartman faculty. 
Webinars enable a virtually limitless audience to view live conversations and prerecorded sessions.

Israel and World Jewry with shi 
Fellow Yossi Klein halevi, Dr. 
Daniel gordis, rabbi tamar elad-
appelbaum, and rabbi Daniel 
Landes. 2014 shalom hartman 
institute conference, “Winds of 
change,” Jerusalem.

The Memory of Miracles, a 
hanukkah webinar with shi Fellow 
Micah goodman, senior research 
fellow at the shalom hartman 
institute.

“Like Dreamers”: A Conversation 
Between Donniel Hartman and Yossi 
Klein Halevi at the shi community 
Leadership retreat: “a time for War, 
a time for peace,” Jerusalem.

jewish & 
democratic 
israel
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Forming a strong mutual 
commitment between 
world Jewry and israelis 
as equal partners in the 
future of Jewish life

jewish 
peoplehood:
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israel has become a polarizing topic in 
contemporary Jewish life, resulting in alienation 
between israeli and north american Jews. 
iengage responds to growing disenchantment 
with israel among members of the Jewish 
community by fostering a new conversation 
that reaches wide and varied audiences and has 
the power to transform the conversation about 
Israel and redefine the relationship between 
Jews and israel. 

iengage creates customized study programs 
for Jewish leaders and change agents on issues 
of collective identity, pluralism and tolerance, 
unity, and diversity in the public space, based 
on the ideas modeled in the program curricula. 
iengage programs are often developed 
and presented in partnership with other 
organizations, from local synagogues, hillels, 
and Jccs to major institutions, movements, 
national conferences, and local boards of 
rabbis. 

Demand for iengage study has led local and 
national agencies to train professional and 
educational leadership in these curricula. 
reaching tens of thousands of constituents 
within the Jewish community, iengage has 
become the premier educational program on 
israel engagement in north america. 

We are proud that iengage was named one 
of north america’s top innovative Jewish 
programs in the tenth annual slingshot guide, a 
resource of innovative projects.

iengage: the engaging israel project

expanding iengage 
programs for people of 
other faiths. 

2014 iengage activity centered on: 

research and 
development of the third 
iengage educational 
curriculum, which focuses 
on Jewish values and the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

developing new 
partnerships and 
initiatives to bring 
iengage to ever-wider and 
more diverse audiences, 
with special attention to 
20-35 year-olds.

increasing the 
visibility and presence 
of iengage language 
and thinking in 
traditional and new 
media.

jewish 
peoplehood
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developing new ways of thinking: iengage Curricula  
the members of the iengage research team are tasked with creating robust and easy to 
use curricula that empower educators and rabbis to lead values-based discussions tailored 
to the needs of their communities. Engaging Israel: Foundations for a New Relationship 
and Tribes of Israel: A Shared Homeland for a Divided People are in use in hundreds of 
congregations in north america and around the world. a third curriculum on Jewish 
values and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is currently in production.

  
citywide iengage study is run in partnership with local agencies or Federations in new York, the 
san Francisco Bay area, southern california, Boston, and Denver. these multi-denominational study 
partnerships feature public programs with iengage scholars which draw participants from across 
the region. 
  
the hartman institute-Union for reform 
Judaism (UrJ) israel engagement initiative 
enables dozens of reform congregations 
across north america to study iengage 
curricula. the initiative provides rabbis and 
participants with additional resources such 
as webinars, consultations, and regional 
gatherings. 

“How fortunate we are to have this class! It is for me 
the only chance to discuss current life in Israel. I love 
the background sources, the videos of interviews, and 
the lecture. The class inspires hope, despite seemingly 
impossible conflict.” 

– Donna Jauvtis, Temple Emunah, Lexington, MA

transforming the israel 
dialogue: iengage on 
Campus One of the major 
goals of iengage is to reach 
younger constituencies that do 
not generally find the traditional 
crisis narrative to be inspiring. 
iengage is working with Jewish 
educational professionals to 
reshape the israel discourse on 
college campuses. the success 
of iengage work with campus 
professionals has led to a 
significant expansion of iEngage 
activities on college campuses. 
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Hartman Fellowship 
for Campus 
Professionals was 
created in partnership 
with hillel: the 
Foundation for 
Jewish campus Life 

and is generously supported by the 
Morningstar Foundation, edward Fein, and 
an anonymous foundation. participating 
campus professionals are trained to think 
in more nuanced terms about israel as a 
core element of Jewish life, enabling them 
to cultivate substantive and compelling 
conversations about israel, enriching 
students’ relationships with the Jewish 
state and helping them reach a deeper 
understanding of themselves as Jews and 
as members of the Jewish people. program 
participants are tasked with implementing 
iengage-related programs on their 
campuses. cohorts i and ii are already 
implementing a variety of initiatives 

as they continue to participate in hartman learning 
opportunities. cohort iii will complete their Fellowship 
year this summer.

iEngage Fellowship on Campus: consistent with the 
momentum created by participants in the Fellowship, 
iengage partnered in 2014 with several campus hillels 
to create advanced iengage study seminars with 
visiting hartman faculty for select groups of students. 

participating universities included hunter college, Johns hopkins University, princeton University, 
Queens college, rutgers University, University of pennsylvania, and Yale University. 

•  Winter Seminar for College Students, an outgrowth of the iengage Fellowships on campus, 
took place in December 2014. Blending iengage Fellowships on campus with the successful 
hillel alternative Break model, students from columbia University/Barnard college, princeton, 
penn, and Yale engaged in year-long iengage classes and a week-long experiential seminar in 
Jerusalem. the israel component of the program produced an opportunity for students from 

“Over the years, Israel on campus has 
become increasingly polarized, pushing 
our students and myself farther and 
farther from having a meaningful 
connection to and understanding of 
Israel and our own Jewish identities. After 
participating in iEngage I came to realize 

that Hartman offered exactly the kind of Israel and Jewish 
engagement I have personally and professionally been 
searching for—open, honest, and intellectual conversations 
about Israel. I believe this fellowship has completely 
transformed our approach to Israel on campus. It has given 
me the opportunity and the tools to create conversations 
that go well beyond the usual polarized and political 
conversations our students have become accustomed to. 
Our students feel ownership of their opinions and are 
confident to ask and share. They challenge assumptions and 
invite others to join them in conversation.” 

– Jenna Citron, Director of Jewish Student Life, Queens 
College Hillel, Campus Professionals Cohort III

•

•
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engaging emerging leaders  
iEngage is dedicated to influencing the 
israel conversation among pre- and 
post-college emerging leaders: 
•  iEngage High School Pilot – the 

administrative and educational 
leadership of sar high school in 
riverdale, nY, partnered with shi 
north america to design and develop 
methods of integrating nuanced 
israel engagement through a revived 
school culture and curriculum. 
Over the course of the year, shi 
north america faculty led ongoing 
seminars with school leadership to 
address key questions pertaining to 
the necessity and significance of the 
Jewish national enterprise—how a 
Jewish state should exercise power, 
why a Jew who lives outside of israel 
should care about israel, and what 
the state of israel can offer the 
world.

different north american campuses to come together for a 
significant social and academic experience. 

•  The iEngage Summer Internship Program is a dynamic 
experience designed to help college students participate 
in the vibrant intellectual life of the hartman institute. 
the internship has developed into a space where college 
students who wish to engage deeply and substantively with 
israel are able to do so in a uniquely supportive environment. 
the program offers a mix of seminars built around the 
iengage curriculum, opportunities to participate in the life 
of the Institute by attending lectures, concerts, and field 
trips, and work as research assistants for iengage and Kogod 
research center for contemporary Jewish thought Fellows.

“This seminar addressed not the 
conflict itself, but rather how we 
think and talk about it; what are our 
values that inform our perceptions 
of Israel and the Palestinians? How 
can we be inclusive rather than 
exclusive? How can we gain a more 
nuanced understanding of Israel and 
its people, and how we relate to 
them? I feel extremely empowered 
by the ideas discussed at Hartman.” 

– Participant, iEngage for College 
Students Winter Seminar
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•  iEngage Rabbinical Students Seminar convenes a cross-denominational group of rabbinical 
students studying in israel for a year, for seminars dedicated to discussing their relationships 
with israel through a values-based lens. these seminars engage future rabbinic leaders who 
often exemplify the ambivalence so prevalent among their peers vis-à-vis israel.

Masa-iEngage Fellows Program – in recognition of the crucial role that 
young adults play in the development of Jewish communities of the 21st 
century, the hartman institute and Masa israel Journey partnered to 

create the Masa-iengage Fellows program. the Fellowship works to initiate new methods 
for emerging north american leaders to engage with israel and trains them to eloquently 
address current challenges facing israel upon return to their home communities.  

“The Masa-iEngage Fellows Program has encouraged me to see Israel 
through different lenses. One of the things I appreciate most about this 
fellowship is that the conversations we have are pragmatic; the Shalom 
Hartman Institute does not shy away from the difficult situations that Israel 
and Jewish people face today, but instead pushes us to acknowledge the 
realities and complexities of the situation. The iEngage Fellowship provides 
me with a space to explore where Judaism fits in my transnational identity, 

where I have strong ties to North America and simultaneously increasingly strong ties to Israel.” 

– Alexa Arena, Masa-iEngage Fellow 2014-2015

•

jewish 
peoplehood
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Public Conferences
• In 2014, SHI North America convened three 

iEngage conferences for rabbis, educators, 
board chairs, and Jewish communal 
professionals on the east and West coasts 
of the United states. scholars from diverse 
disciplines led discussions on pressing issues 
related to israel in the north american Jewish 
community. the new York conference, held 
in June, explored Judaism, Democracy, and 
ethics of inclusion, while the two West coast 
conferences, held in December, examined 
Loyalty, empathy, and Moral clarity.

• Hartman scholars presented iEngage thought 
at major Jewish conferences, including 
aipac, ccar annual convention, J street, Jcc 
association, rabbinical assembly, Union of 
reform Judaism Biennial conference, and the 
rabbinic cabinet of the Jewish Federations of 
north america. 

Media
• The iEngage Call & Responsa series brings 

leading north american rabbis into an 
interactive public exchange with and about 
the content of the tribes of israel: a shared 
homeland for a Divided people video lecture 
series. each edition features a segment of 
video footage from the series paired with 
original commentary by leading rabbis on 
the issues raised. participants from around 
the globe offer their opinions, which are 
then published on the hartman website. the 
series has tackled issues such as boundaries 

of inclusivity, intermarriage, and Jewish 
peoplehood. 

• iEngage scholars regularly appear in Jewish 
media outlets with regular columns in the 
times of israel and the Jerusalem post. 
these articles reach tens of thousands of 
readers through the platforms on which they 
are published, as well as on social media 
platforms and targeted mailings. iengage 
columns posted on the times of israel have 
received tens of thousands of views, “likes,” 
comments, and social media mentions. 

• As the war in Gaza stretched on in Summer 
2014, hartman scholars held an off-the-
record webinar for members of the extended 
hartman community to help the public 
understand each new development and 
form coherent opinions amid the flood of 
information. More than 1,000 viewers tuned 
in for this special iEngage webinar.

iengage in the public sphere iengage scholars showcase the thought the project produces 
beyond constituents in dedicated iengage programs by reaching the public directly through 
appearances at public conferences and in the media.
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hevruta, a collaboration of the hartman institute and hebrew college, is a fully 
integrated gap-year program for north american and israeli post-high school 
student leaders from a diverse range of Jewish backgrounds and life experiences. 

an exciting and dynamic learning opportunity that addresses both israeli and 
north american cultures and contexts as compelling centers of contemporary 
Jewish leadership and discovery, the program combines rigorous intellectual 
pursuit, text study, leadership training, and dialogue about Jewish identity, israel, 

and its role in contemporary Jewish life. participants engage in intellectual pursuit and text study, 
taking advantage of Jerusalem’s rich intellectual and spiritual resources.

Launched in Fall 2014, hevruta serves as a pre-college opportunity for north american participants 
and as a pre-army/national service (mechina) year for israelis. hevruta is unique in bringing these 
two groups together on equal footing, creating a powerful and essential intercultural exchange 
between israeli and north american teens. 

at the end of the year, israeli hevruta participants will serve as educational staff in Jewish summer 
camps in north america, affording them the opportunity to implement all that they have learned in 
the program and to better understand global Jewish peoplehood.

Yehuda Joffe

From: Beit Shemesh

Attended: Hartman’s Charles E. 
Smith High School 

Hevruta Community Service: 
Volunteers at an elementary school to educate 
children from weak backgrounds through sports

Post-Hevruta Plans: Combat service in the IDF 

“I have been exposed to a lot of new things 
this year and asked myself questions I haven’t 
challenged myself with in the past. I learned 
a lot from living with people from different 
backgrounds who have very different views, 
and I look forward to bringing that experience 
to the army.” 

Rachel Linfield 

From: Brooklyn, NY

Attended: Yeshivah of Flatbush

Hevruta Community Service: Works in a high 
school serving underprivileged students, 

mentors Ethiopian second graders, interns with an organization 
that aids ultra-Orthodox who have left their families and 
communities to assimilate into mainstream Israeli society. 

Post-Hevruta Plans: Will attend Princeton University

“My experience this year at Hevruta has been one of opening 
up, challenging myself, growing spiritually and intellectually. 
I am engaged on a daily basis through my studies and 
volunteering. Every day I develop a more intentional sense 
of my potential place within the arc of Jewish history and 
destiny.”

hevruta gap-Year program
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encounters with israeli society
through field trips and encounters with 
personalities in israeli politics and 
education, as well as social change 
agents.  

the hevruta experience combines four main components: 

study focuses on core Jewish concepts, 
the iengage curriculum, and the big Jewish 
ideas flourishing in the contemporary North 
american Jewish community. participants 
choose electives from a wide range of 
topics such as Bible, modern hebrew 
literature, ethics of war, contemporary 
cinema and music, medieval Jewish 
philosophy, and modern Jewish philosophy.

Community service and internships 
with local change agents connect 
participants with organizations that work 
to support weaker elements in israeli 
society, enact social justice, and promote 
Jewish renewal.  

creating community between israelis 
and north Americans strengthened 
through integral program components–
weekly town hall meetings for joint 
processing and decision-making, group 
activities planned and implemented 
by participants, and shared shabbat 
experiences.  

jewish 
peoplehood
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national cohort programs Our national 
cohort programs bring together key 
community leaders for immersive educational 
experiences that broaden and deepen their 
engagement with major Jewish issues, while 
generating the critical camaraderie that 
successful leaders require. through these 
leaders, who have been inspired by new 
ideas, hartman thought reaches the north 
american public sphere.

The Shalom Hartman Institute of North America revitalizes Judaism, keeping it meaningful and 
relevant, by building a culture of Jewish peoplehood that strengthens the mutual commitment of 
north american Jewry and israelis to the future of Jewish life. We collaborate with contemporary 
Jewish leaders to identify the needs and challenges that Jewish communities face in north 
america. this enables us to optimize and tailor study programs which address the realities of these 
communities that make ideas an essential part of the north american Jewish leadership toolkit.

national cohort programs and organizational partnerships enable shi north america to deliver 
values-based curricula tailored to the needs of specific communities and leadership groups.

shi north america employs a two-dimensional approach to sustaining and strengthening the vision, 
commitment, and knowledge of leaders with the power to shape the future of Jewish life in north 
america. 

 “Horizontally” through national, cohort-based leadership programs for rabbis, lay leaders, 
educators, scholars, and communal professionals. 

 “Vertically” by establishing a local presence in specific geographic areas, through 
programs run in tandem with key local institutions. 

the shalom hartman institute of north America
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raBBinic LeaDership initiatiVe

raBBinicaL stUDents seMinar

change agent: 
rabbis

DeLiVerY sYsteM: 
synagogues and 
communities

change agent: 
rabbinical students

DeLiVerY sYsteM: 
synagogues and 
communities

prOgraM MODeL:
• 3-year program
• Annual summer and winter 

seminars in israel
• Year-long distance learning 
• Alumni retreats in North America

prOgraM MODeL:
• 1-year program
• Weekly seminars

reach: Over 
100 alumni in 
senior synagogue 
and institutional 
positions reach tens 
of thousands of 
community members

reach: Over 100 alumni 
in rabbinic and educational 
positions across north america 
interact with thousands of 
congregation and community 
members.  

christian LeaDership initiatiVe

change agent: 
christian Leaders

DeLiVerY sYsteM: 
christian congregations 
and institutions of higher 
learning

prOgraM MODeL:
• 13-month program
• 2 summer seminars in Israel
• Year-long distance learning
• Alumni retreats in North 

america

reach: Dozens of 
alumni in prominent 
academic and church 
positions teach 
constituents about 
Judaism and israel

hartMan FeLLOWship FOr caMpUs prOFessiOnaLs

change agent: 
hillel directors 
and Jewish campus 
professionals

DeLiVerY sYsteM: 
college campuses

prOgraM MODeL:
• 1-year program
• 2 seminars in Israel
• Mid-year retreat in North 

america
• Year-long distance learning

reach: Dozens 
of Jewish campus 
professionals reach tens 
of thousands of students 
on college campuses 
across north america

jewish 
peoplehood
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shi north america has created a sustainable presence in several strategic north american cities—
new York, san Francisco, Los angeles, toronto, and Boston. shi serves as a convener of rabbis, 
educators, and Jewish communal professionals through community leadership programs, local 
rabbinic programming, and public sphere activities. 

Community leadership programs shi north america brings big ideas into the work of 
Jewish organizational leadership. Developing and customizing study programs in partnership with 
professional and lay leaders at major communal organizations animates a culture of learning about 
major Jewish questions. shi north america supplies curricula, faculty, and ongoing collaborative 
partnership to these agencies, which in turn convene cohorts of key stakeholders.

Regional programs: local presence 
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San Fernando 
Valley emerging 
leaders studied 
“the contours 
of Jewish 
peoplehood” in 
monthly sessions 
with renowned 
hartman scholars.

• New York-based Orthodox Leadership Project (OLP) 
amplified the impact of 20 top women leaders in the 
Orthodox community through hartman faculty-led 

seminars on israel, peoplehood, 
and american Judaism. 

JCC in Manhattan illustrated 
its commitment to addressing 
challenging ideas with board 
members and lay leaders through 
hartman-led seminars on Jewish 
Values and the israeli-palestinian 
Conflict, and the Philosophy of 
emanuel Levinas.

Lola Stein Institute, SHI North 
America partner in Toronto, 
convened senior educators from 
formal and informal Jewish 
institutional settings to study 
people of the Body

The Toronto Synagogue 
Collaborative Leadership Series 
brought more than 70 board 
members and lay leaders from 
six synagogues across the 
denominational spectrum to 
monthly iengage study series.

spotlight on 
leadership 
seminars

Elizabeth Wolfe 

Position: Chair, 
Canadian Friends 
of Shalom Hartman 
Institute

How it started: 
Liz began learning with a Hartman 
Toronto study group in the 1980s. She 
then had the opportunity to study at 
the Institute during an extended trip 
to Israel. “It was a gift as an adult to 
spend that time studying in Jerusalem.  
I really valued the intellectual rigor.” 
When she returned to Toronto, Liz 
became part of Canadian Friends of 
Shalom Hartman Institute. 

Why Hartman?: “SHI North America 
is providing real leadership. The 
professional development and training 
Hartman provides for the rabbinic 
community is critically important. 
iEngage brings significant resources 
to adult education in the synagogue 
community and beyond. 

“I am proud of the integrity of SHI 
work and the willingness of Institute 
leadership to address really critical 
issues. SHI Board members are the 
brightest group of lay leaders I’ve 
experienced around one table.”

Without the Institute: “People 
appreciate the thoughtfulness and the 
depth of the conversation. Without SHI, 
the community would be missing that 
serious thinking.”

•

•

•

•
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“The Shalom Hartman 
Institute shares a key 
mission of the Koret 
Foundation’s Initiative 
on Jewish Peoplehood: 
to build Jewish identity 
through meaningful 
Jewish experiences.  
The Shalom Hartman 
Institute of North 
America’s methodology 
and thought leadership 
is helping many Bay 
Area Jewish institutions 
use the concepts of 
Jewish Peoplehood 
to build a deeper 
understanding of Israel. 
The Koret Foundation’s 
commitment to SHI-NA 
reflects our belief in the 
transformative approach 
of their teaching and 
the impact they will 
continue to make on our 
community institutions 
and leaders.”

– Danielle Forman 
Koret Foundation

the hartman 
Jewish 
Leadership 
project, 
supported 
by the Koret 
Foundation 

and other funders, works in partnership 
with agencies throughout the 

san Francisco Bay area to convene community 
leaders and Jewish professionals to affect internal 
institutional transformation, build inter-communal 
bridges, and strengthen bonds to israel. program 
highlights in 2014 included:

• Bay Area institutional and community leaders 
joined shi north america for iengage conferences 
on Loyalty, empathy and Moral clarity.  

• SHI President Donniel Hartman delved deep into 
dilemmas and opportunities of modern israel with 
local educators, rabbis, board members, staff, 
and community members in 18 lectures given 
over a 10-day residency at the peninsula Jewish 
community center.

• Berkeley Hillel sponsored an iEngage event for 
Jewish student leaders and faculty featuring shi 
Fellow Yossi Klein halevi.  

• JCC leadership from across the region participated 
in seminars with iengage scholars on adapting 
curriculum content to their work in the Jewish 
community.

spotlight on 
convening community 

professionals: hartman 
in the Bay Area
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New York and Boston: 
regional rabbis teaching 
iengage in their 
communities met with 
visiting shi scholars to 
connect high-level thinking 
on current events with the 
iengage curriculum.

Los Angeles and Seattle: shi north america partnered with 
local boards of rabbis to provide the core content for ongoing 
cross-denominational study, making hartman Beit Midrash-
style learning a regular feature on the communal agenda.

spotlight on 
rabbinic

Beit midrash

convening Rabbis: rabbinic Beit midrash  in response to feedback 
from rabbinic stakeholders and as a part of our continuing engagement 
with rabbis—hartman rabbinic program alumni and the north american 
rabbinate at large—we have launched a webinar series structured 
around the Jewish calendar. the webinars, presented by hartman 
institute faculty, are timed to provide rabbis with insight on important 
topics of the day and inspire new ways to engage their congregations 
on the holidays. What has now become an annual high holy Day 
Webinar is one of our most highly attended online programs, with 
hundreds of participants annually.

jewish 
peoplehood
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convening community leaders in the public sphere   
shalom hartman institute of north america, in partnership with the 
Jewish Federation of greater Los angeles and 16 local synagogues 
from across the denominational spectrum, convened more than 1,000 
community members for the Westside Synagogue Collaborative 
Lecture Series. Over the course of the year, six Los angeles 
congregations hosted monthly lectures in which hartman scholars 
explored Jewish peoplehood and what it means to be a member of 
the Jewish community today. the sponsoring synagogues offered 
supplementary programming to further engage members in the ideas 
presented in the lectures.

the shalom hartman institute regularly addresses key issues of the 
day through webinars available to the public.  Donniel hartman 
and shi Fellow tal Becker discussed the war in gaza in “Where We 
stand after gaza” in august and in “through the eyes of israelis” in 
December, each attracting hundreds of registered viewers.

“I was able to engage in 
discourse with someone 
I don’t agree with; to 
contextualize our dialogue 
as divergent but part 
of the same overall 
community. We are a multi-
vocal community, and this 
has helped me to learn to 
listen better and to talk 
more clearly about my own 
views on Israel, always a 
challenging topic.” 

– Westside Synagogue 
Collaborative Participant
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Each summer, our Jerusalem campus fills with hundreds 
of rabbis, educators, and laypeople from around the 
globe who come together to learn in a variety of 
programs with top hartman institute scholars and 
visiting subject-matter experts. having experienced a 
journey through a vital Jewish topic, participants return 
home ready to transmit what they have learned through 
sermons, articles, and classes that they convene or 
teach.

summer 2014 in israel began with the kidnapping and 
murder of three teenaged Jewish israelis, followed by 
the murder of an arab teen, and ended with the war 
between israel and hamas in gaza. this was also the 
summer that 400 north american, israeli, and european 
rabbis, Jewish community leaders, and north american 
christian academics studied “a time for War, a time 
for peace.” hartman scholars provided a values-based 
context to the events through thought-provoking 
lectures, often presenting new ways of addressing 
difficult topics. 

Dozens of summer participants published commentaries 
and blogs about their on-the-ground experiences.

“I am in the midst of two weeks of study at the 
Hartman Institute where we have been focused 
all morning and afternoon, through texts and 
discussions, on the notion of maintaining hope 
in our pursuit of peace. We learned that our 
fuel and passion for that goal might never be 
achieved yet we can never diminish one iota 
of our desire for that destination. The sessions 
and texts were fortifying and enriching. Even 
in despair, it reminded us that core to our 
existence as Jews is the concept of hope.” 

– Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner, Times of Israel, 
RLI Cohort IV

“Our first day introduction to the Shalom Hartman Institute included a visit to the bomb 
shelter in our building so we would know where to go should a Red Alert sound. Ideas that 
are abstract in our ancient texts draw uncomfortably near. We study and debate stories 
about the Israelites as a chosen people, inheritors of a land, even as soldiers are called up 
to defend the land. On one hand, studying Torah during war is an utterly ridiculous thing 
to do. On the other hand, studying Torah during war might be the most important thing 
we could be doing.  Again and again when considering the stalemate between Israel and 
Palestine, we heard how removed each side is from the other’s narratives.” 

- The Rev. Laura Everett, CLI Cohort IV 

summer at the hartman institute
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program Audience
28th International Philosophy Conference Philosophers of law and political theory

Community Leadership Program Summer Retreat Community leaders

Rabbinic Torah Study Seminar Congregational rabbis and rabbinic educators of  
all denominations

Rabbinic Leadership Initiative (Cohort V) Outstanding rabbinic leaders

Hartman Fellowship for Campus Professionals  
(Cohorts II and III)

Jewish campus professionals

 Christian Leadership Initiative (Cohort IV) Christian clergy and academics

Amy Klein

Position: Board Member, Shalom Hartman Institute of North America

How it started: “My rabbi’s enthusiasm for Hartman brought me to SHI. After he studied at the 
Institute in 2009, we started bringing Hartman scholars to speak at our synagogue in Newton, 
MA.  We were all so wowed by the experience that we began encouraging people to come with 
us to the Community Leadership Program Summer Seminar (CLP).” Since 2011, more than 100 
Temple Emanuel members have studied at Hartman.  

My Community:  “CLP has created a community of life-long Hartman learners at Temple Emanuel with a deeper 
connection to the synagogue. One week at the Summer Seminar in Jerusalem reinforces the values that are 
important to our community.”

Why Hartman?: “Hartman educates people in a nonjudgmental way and has the power to change the conversation 
about many topics, especially Israel. It gets people to think about Israel in an aspirational way that takes ancient 
texts and connects them to today’s reality. It provides exposure to ideas in a way that is exciting and engaging. It’s 
like nothing else!” 

As a Board member, Amy enjoys the learning and feels that she has the ability to impact the conversation and the 
direction of the Institute. SHI is also aligned with the giving goals of the Edward Fein Foundation that she directs: 
“The Be’eri program, which the Foundation helps fund, encourages a pluralistic environment in Israel.  And, the 
Campus Fellowship Program is elevating the conversation about Israel on college campuses.  Serving on the Board 
offers an amazing opportunity to participate in a meaningful way.” 

jewish 
peoplehood
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serving as a gateway 
for leaders of other 
faiths to engage with 
Judaism and israel and 
build new foundations 
of understanding and 
cooperation

judaism & 
the world:
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the hartman institute academic conferences 
bring together leading scholars from around 
the world for deep textual exploration. 
We believe that these multidisciplinary 
communities of scholars can together 
achieve shared understanding and develop 
new discourses for addressing contemporary 
challenges.

The International Theology Conference 
convenes leading Jewish, christian, and Muslim 
theologians for a week of interreligious study. 
Unlike other interfaith encounters, the aim of 
the conference is not to search for points of 
commonality among the three religions but 
to create a forum where each can learn from 
the other. participants employ the institute’s 
methodology of pluralistic Beit Midrash-style 
learning—deep textual examination using 
havruta (peer-based) study to probe religious 
texts from a multiplicity of perspectives. 
this exploration leads to new interpretations 
that can be applied to contemporary issues 
that exist at the intersection of religion and 
modernity.

the 2014 conference explored “the religious 
problem of environmental ethics.” participants 
explored how Judaism, christianity, and islam 

convening the Academic Community

shed light on this issue, questioning the 
religious roots of indifference and seeking 
to understand how the environmental crisis 
challenges religious self-understandings.

the International Philosophy Conference 
brings together leading legal and political 
theorists from around the world for an intense 
dialogue between Jewish tradition and the 
modern intellectual world. participants 
address contemporary moral and political 
issues facing the Jewish people and the 
world at large through an interdisciplinary 
intellectual interchange that draws upon 
Jewish sources and general philosophy. 

the 2014 conference attracted dozens of 
distinguished participants from universities 
around the world, who examined the theme of 
“challenges of the relationship between Jews 
in israel and the Diaspora.” Discussion focused 
on classical Zionist criticisms of Diaspora 
Jewry; how Diaspora Jews manage the tension 
between policies that the state of israel 
undertakes in the name of national security or 
survival, and the limits of loyalty and criticism.

“I was drawn to the Philosophy Conference due to my sense that secular Jews, like me, needed to 
engage with the Jewish tradition for both intellectual and political reasons.” 

– Michael Walzer, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

judaism & 
the world
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the comprehensive, year-long christian 
Leadership initiative (cLi) study 
program, run in partnership with aJc, 
introduces prominent christian leaders 
and change agents from north america 
to the rich tapestry of contemporary 
Judaism and israeli society. through 

intensive learning with renowned hartman scholars, 
participants engage with Jewish tradition and 
modernity, Jewish responses to critical contemporary 
challenges, and the Jewish relationship to israel. 

the fourth cLi cohort, comprising prominent christian 
clergy and academics, began its term of study with a 
two-week seminar at the hartman institute in Jerusalem 
in July 2014. participants explored the richness of 
Judaism and the complexity of Jewish life, discovering 
a Judaism vibrant in its contemporary practice and 
complex in its multiplicity of dimensions and ideas.

Building on its strong 
presence in north america, 
its deep partnerships, and 
its decades of experience 
in working with leaders 
and theologians of 
other faiths, the shalom 
hartman institute has 
begun convening dialogues 
in north american 
communities to advance 
understanding of the 
Jewish relationship to the 
land and state of israel, 
and to open a dialogue 
about Jews, christians,  
and israel. 

Christian leadership initiative
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spotlight on 
interfaith 

san Francisco

in 2014, shi north 
america partnered with 
local agencies in the san 
Francisco Bay area to 
provide leaders of other 
faiths with opportunities to 
gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of Judaism 

and the Jewish people, influencing and strengthening interfaith 
relations in north america and in the Bay area in particular. 

•  SHI North America held two conferences in partnership with 
the san Francisco Jcrc on christian-Jewish relations. 

•  A three-part series, Jewish, Muslim, and Christian Scholars 
talking about israel, created in collaboration with the Jcc 
of san Francisco, featured Jewish-Muslim, Jewish-christian, 
and intra-Jewish discussions on israel. these conversations 
were aimed at helping influencers on all sides transform their 
thinking about interfaith relationships.

“CLI had a very positive 
impact on my attitudes and 
actions towards Israel. In 
an enormously complex 
situation, as a Catholic, I 
have tremendous sympathy 
for Palestinian Christians.  I 
learned to hear the Israeli 
narratives, and at the same 
time I retain my concerns. I 
never felt for one moment that 
the other narrative was being 
denied. Those who shaped the 
program made sure we had 
exposure to others.”   

– A church administrator and 
CLI participant
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muslim leadership initiative

the Muslim Leadership initiative (MLi), 
launched in 2013, invites emerging religious and 
intellectual north american Muslim leaders—
clergy, chaplains, journalists, academics, 
entrepreneurs, and cultural figures—to explore 
how Jews understand Judaism, israel, and Jewish 
peoplehood. the program also encourages 
participants to experience how palestinians 
identify themselves, through the exploration 
of issues relating to ethics, faith, and practice. 
through a rigorous academic curriculum and 
exposure to diverse narratives, MLi seeks to 
expand participants’ critical understanding 
of the complex religious, political, and 
socioeconomic issues facing people in israel and 
palestine. 

the MLi curriculum, entitled “encountering 
israel: Foundations of peoplehood and Faith,” 
comprises three units that address different 
aspects of Judaism and Jewish life. presenting 
classical and contemporary sources which 
demonstrate how Judaism relates to peoplehood 
and land, this same curriculum is taught in 

hartman institute academic programs for rabbis, 
Jewish community leaders, and christian leaders. 

conducted over a 13-month period, the program 
comprises an orientation session, two seminars 
in Jerusalem, mid-year retreats in north america, 
and monthly long-distance learning. While in 
Jerusalem, participants have the opportunity 
to visit religious and historic sites, as well as 
to engage with Jewish, Muslim, and christian 
residents. travel in the West Bank, as well as to 
northern israeli arab communities, is an integral 
part of the program. these excursions give 
participants the opportunity to interact with 
Muslim religious leaders, educators, students, 
and activists.

MLi graduates and faculty have begun 
appearing in public forums to speak about the 
MLi experience. cohort iii is set to begin in 
summer 2015. 

judaism & 
the world
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A steady pace of fiscal growth has characterized our organization for the past five years. Since 2009, 
the Hartman Institute budget has increased by 67%, reflecting the surge in programmatic expansion 
that has occurred over this time. revenue has kept pace with this growth thanks to the generous 
support of our philanthropic partners, including foundations, board members, and donors, who 
contribute approximately 65% of our annual operating budget. Forty percent of our income comes 
from government sources and direct program revenue.

income by type of donor

UsD (in thousands) %

Board members 2,218 12

Foundations 5,796 29

individual Donors 4,687 23

israel government 4,453 22

sales and participant Fees 2,866 14

Total 20,020 100

philanthropic support

israel government

sales and participant Fees

individual Donors

Foundations

Board Members
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United states

canada

israel

income by country
UsD (in thousands) %

United states 11,421 57

israel 8,192 41

canada 407 2

Total 20,020 100
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financials by area of activity UsD (in thousands) %

Kogod Research Center for Contemporary Jewish Thought 1,949 10

David Hartman Center for Intellectual Leadership (Launched sept. 2014) 188 1

Center for Israeli-Jewish Identity 

hartman Model Orthodox high schools 5,482 27

Be’eri program for pluralistic Jewish-israeli identity education 3,748 19

Lev Aharon Senior Army Officers Program 607 3

hevruta gap-Year program (Launched sept. 2014) 374 2

Shalom Hartman Institute of North America Programs 4,570 23

Administration and Maintenance 2,141 11

Fundraising and PR 961 4

Total 20,020 100

administration 
and Maintenance

Fundraising and pr

Kogod research 
center for 
contemporary 
Jewish thought

shi north america programs

David 
hartman 
center for 
intellectual 
Leadership

hartman Model Orthodox high schools

Be’eri program for 
pluralistic Jewish-israeli 
identity education

hevruta gap-Year 
program

Lev aharon senior 
Army Officers Program

Financials
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financials by use UsD (in thousands) %

salaries 10,761 53

research and Fellowships 1,104 6

program expenditures 6,781 34

Maintenance and Operations 1,140 6

Fundraising and pr 234 1

Total 20,020 100

salaries

research and 
Fellowships

program 
expenditures

Maintenance and 
Operations

Fundraising and pr
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shalom haRtman institute BoArd oF direCtors
shalom hartman institute, shalom hartman institute of north america, canadian Friends of shalom 
hartman institute

Jacquie Bayley

paul s. Berger

Matt Berler

Yaakov Brandt

Lloyd e. cotsen

rae Finegood

alan a. Fischer

Laraine Fischer

Joel L. Fleishman

Dr. anita Friedman

Dr. sidney g. Friedman

Donald Friend

charles h. goodman

nimrod goor

Dafna gruber

ethan horwitz

peter a. Joseph

igal Jusidman

richard Kaufman

sylvia Kaufman

amy B. Klein

stuart Kogod

gordon Lafer

Michael Lewittes

Bernard plum

Lester pollack

Dan rubin

Debbie saidoff

naty saidoff

David schnell

ronald a. sedley

Barbara segal

Wendy singer

pamela Medjuck stein

alayne W. sulkin

robert M. sulkin

roselyne c. swig

Joel D. tauber

shelley tauber

philip Wachs

Douglas Wilansky

Zvi Yochman

eric Zahler

Karen gantz Zahler

gerald Zoldan

Marshall s. Zolla

robert p. Kogod
chair

angelica Berrie
chair, shalom hartman
institute of north america

elizabeth Wolfe
chair, canadian Friends of 
shalom hartman institute

Donald Meltzer
chair, shalom hartman institute 
of north america Board of 
Directors executive committee

alvin cramer segal, Oc, OQ
treasurer, canadian Friends 
of shalom hartman institute 

Joseph M. steiner
secretary, canadian Friends 
of shalom hartman institute

the hartman Community
the shalom hartman institute extends its deep gratitude to its many partners and donors for their 
collaboration and support in the service of redefining the conversation about Judaism in modernity, 
religious pluralism, israeli democracy, israel and world Jewry, and the relationship with other 
faith communities. We are deeply indebted to our faculty and staff, who work together tirelessly 
to strengthen the hartman institute community and elevate Jewish life in israel and around the 
world. this exceptional combination of individuals has enabled the institute to provide enrichment, 
education, and training for tens of thousands of people worldwide.
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shalom haRtman institute executive Committee

program and professional directors
alan abbey
Director, internet and Media

imam abdullah antepli
senior Fellow on Jewish-Muslim 
relations; co-Director,
Muslim Leadership initiative

Dr. Orit avnery 
Kogod center academic coordinator

Merav Badichi
principal, Midrashiya  
high school for girls

Dr. shraga Bar-On
co-Director, Beit Midrash  
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rabbi Lauren Berkun
Director, rabbinic and  
synagogue programs

Barbara Birch
Vice president, Development

sharon cahn
Director of Marketing

shaul David
principal, charles e. smith  
high school for Boys

chaya gilboa
Director, hevruta gap-Year program

Dr. Melila hellner-eshed
Director, Maskilot Fellowship  
for Outstanding Women scholars

shmuel herr
editor in chief, Kogod center 
publications Dept.

alon hodir
Chief Information Officer

Dalit horn
Director of program administration, 
shi north america

rani Jaeger
Director, Be’eri school for teacher 
education

Yaacov Kastel
Director, Lev aharon program for 
Senior IDF Officers

Yossi Klein halevi
co-Director,  
Muslim Leadership initiative

aliza Klieman-Marriott
Director of Development

prof. israel Knohl
Kogod center steering committee

sharon Laufer
administrative Director, israel Dept. 
north america programs

Dr. Marcie Lenk
Director, christian Leadership 
programs

prof. Menachem Lorberbaum
Kogod center steering committee; 
Director, advanced Beit Midrash
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Director of Operations
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Vice president, north american 
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Kogod center steering committee; 
educational Director, Be’eri program 
for pluralistic Jewish education
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Midrashiya high school for girls

Olga rivkin
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Dr. Biti roi
co-Director, Beit Midrash  
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prof. avi sagi
Kogod center steering committee

Dr. elana stein hain
Director of Leadership education  
shi north america

rabbi Marc Wolf
Vice president, east coast 
shi north america

chanan Zucker
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Junior high school for Boys

rabbi Dr. Donniel hartman
president

hana gilat
Chief Executive Officer

Dr. Yehuda Kurtzer
president, shi north america 
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Vice president  
Director Be’eri program 
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chief Development and 
Public Relations Officer 
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